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Reasoned document on Final draft of revised specification (Spec no. MP- 0.41.00.06 (Rev. 01) for  draft gear with Elastomer  pads   for Passenger Locomotives  

Final draft of revised specification (Spec no. MP- 0.41.00.06 (Rev. 01) for draft gear with Elastomer pads   for Passenger Locomotives as per ISO procedure was uploaded at RDSO 
website for 15 days for the comments of firms. Only M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd, Kanpur Dehat has submitted their comments on final draft of specification. Remarks of MP Dte on  
comments received from  firms  is tabulated below: 

Clause 
of 
Spec. 

Final Draft Spec. uploaded on website Comments  by the firms Stipulation in the Draft spec. with reason 

2.1 Window type Draft Gear design shall be such 
that the condition of draft gear pad can be 
seen. Material of draft gear housing, buff plate 
and other mechanical components shall be 
steel to AAR M-201 Grade E and shall 
withstand drag and buff load 300 t. 
 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
There is no any pull load testing of yoke test parameter , 
radiography level, internal solidity with location, hardness value and 
location of testing, heat treatment, heat treatment graph, furnace 
zone, Microstructure should be mentioned as well as magnetic 
particle test with relevant AAR, DP test should be mentioned in 
specification(Radiography 2%, Sectioning 2%) should be 
mentioned in the specification. Weight variation should also be 
mentioned in this specification +5%, -3%. Chemical composition 
and physical properties with impact test should be as per latest 
specification WD-70BD-10 as wagon directorate has been already 
issue a latest specification   WD-70BD-10 All these parameters 
should be incorporate in this specification. % chemical composition  
Carbon-0.28-0.33 
Manganese -0.60-0.90 
Phosphorous max.-0.03 
Sulphur max.- 0.03 
Silicon-0.40-0.60 
Chromium-0.50-0.80 
Aluminum-0.020-0.050 
Nickel-0.50-0.60 
Molybdenum-0.15-0.25 
Physical Properties 
Tensile strength N/sq.mm(Minimum)-825 
Yield strength N/sq.mm(Minimum)-690 
Elongation on 51mm gauge length( minimum%-14 
Reduction in area%(minimum)-30 
Impact test-3.50kg.m at-40 degree C 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

Tests (Recommended by M/s Frontier) for Chemical 
Composition, Heat Treatment Process, Hardenability, Tensile 
Test for Mechanical properties (Tensile Strength, Yield 
Strength, Elongation & Reduction in Area), Impact Test, 
Hardness Value and Weight Variation are covered in AAR M-
201 (Casting Steel Specification). Reference of M-201 is 
already covered in this para of the specification.  
 
Following test recommended by M/s Frontier are covered in 
Wagon Dte. Spec WD-56-BD-07 & WD-70-BD-10. 
1. Destructive Test  
2. Radiography Test 
3. Fracture Toughness 
4. Microstructure 
5. Static tension test 

To ensure the quality of Yoke, these tests are proposed to be 
covered in MP Dte specification of draft gear, currently under 
revision. Hence, these test are included at Para No. 4.8 of 
final draft of revised specification.  
 
Internal solidity (casting integrity) test is included in Wagon 
Dte. Spec WD-56-BD-07 & WD-70-BD-10 as an internal 
process check by the firm at specified frequency. Since, 
destructive test and radiography are being covered in the 
specification, internal solidity check can be avoided 
considering it to be the same nature of test.  
 
Magnetic particle test and DP test are meant to check the 
surface/ slightly subsurface flaws and surface crack 
respectively. These tests are not covered in Wagon Dte. 
Spec WD-56-BD-07 & WD-70-BD-10. Radiography is being 
included in the specification, hence, MPI and DP check are 
not considered to be included in the specification.  
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2.2 Draft gear pocket size shall be as per AAR S-
141-83 to dimension 625.5 L x 327 W x 235 H 
mm. For fitment dimension details, see 
annexure-1. 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
Agreed & shell manufacturers should maintain these Dimensions 
strictly to easy movement of CBC in horizontally. 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

No change required 

   2.3 Material of draft gear pad should be synthetic 
polymer/ hytrel with high damping and should 
have minimum service life of 10 years. 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
Pad should be synthetic 
Polymer/preferred thermoplastic polyster elastomer which 
combines resilience and chemical resistance with strength and 
durability across a wide temperature range. 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

RDSO specification specified generic material (Synthetic 
polymer).  Thermoplastic polyester elastomer is a synthetic 
polymer. Hence, suggestion of M/s Frontier already covered 
in speciation.  No change required 

2.4 The draft gear shall have travel of 110 mm in 
compression with end load 200 t(max). It shall 
have 70KJ dynamic energy capacity. The level 
of energy absorption shall be not less than 
70%.The test shall be done at the premises of 
the elastomer pad manufacturer or the draft 
gear manufacturer or the 3rd party lab. The 
test facilities shall be certified by a reputed 
agency in compliance to EN/UIC/AAR or any 
other equivalent international standard for 
carrying out this type of test. 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
Agreed, kindly define the test frequency also, it should be 2 in 
100(official capacity test) per lot as per WD-71BD 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

This is a type test. Hence, frequency of test is not required.. 
Hence, no change in the specification is required. 

3.2 A very basic specification has been drafted. 
Design details and drawings shall be submitted 
along with the offer for evaluation. 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
Noted, there is no any vertical and horizontal movement specified 
in the specification, this should be mention in the specification. 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

Firm comment is not clear. Hence, no change is suggested. 

3.4 Capacity test, endurance test of draft gear shall 
be carried out in accordance with AAR M901 E 
or equivalent UIC/EN at premises of the 
manufacturer of elastomer pads or the draft 
gear manufacturer or the 3rd party lab.. The 
instrumentation of the Tup hammer should be 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
Agreed 
The testing frequency of official test(2 in 100), sturdiness test and 
endurance test shall be carried on once in year The 
instrumentation shall be as below: 
1. Draft gear manufacturer must have a 27,000 pound drop test 

This is a type test. Hence, frequency of test is not required 
Also, for instrumentation of test, relevant reference is already 
mentioned in the specification... 
Hence, no change in the specification is required. 
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as per Wagon Dte/RDSO Spec. No. WD-71-
BD-15), if above tests are done in accordance 
with AAR M901 E. 

machine, the anvil of which is supported on a rigid foundation. 
2. Transducer to be used for measuring the reaction force shall 

be capable of measurement up to 700T. Transducer response 
shall be linear within+/-1% to a given static load. The 
transducer shall be adequately compensated against zero drift 
due to any changes in temperature. The transducer should 
have good zero stability. 

3. The overall system, transducer plus the recording 
instrumentation system, shall be designed so as to permit the 
calibration by static load method to be established on 
recording instrumentation with accuracy +/-2%. The overall 
system shall yield a dynamic record that is accurate within +/-
5% of actual reaction force. 

4.  LVDT Transducer to be used for measuring the actual travel 
during testing shall be capable of measuring up to 125mm. 

5. Suitable instrumentation to work as signal conditioner and 
which removes electrical and magnetic noises from electrical 
signals and converts the milivolts to its measurable units. 

6. System to be capable of generating hard copy reports (digital) 
of dynamic events with a frequency of minimum of 1000 cycles 
per second. Software shall have the capability of automatic 
backup. 

7. The facility of following automatic report generation must be 
available: 
 Peak reaction force(Graphical and numeric) 
 Peak travel(Displacement)(Graphical and numeric) 
 Graph of load and displacement with absorbed energy. 

8. The software should be capable of calculating the work done 
and can show multiple records/reports on a single interface. 

2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

4.3 Draft gear assembly shall be interchangeable 
across all designs. All components including 
draft gear castings and elastomer pads etc. 
shall be interchangeable in the same design. 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
The interchangeability shall be in same design gear only. 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

M/s Frontier’s suggestion already covered in the para 4.3, 
hence, no change is required. 

4.5 Castings shall be procured from classes ‘A’ 
foundry as per IS: 12117 if it is manufactured in 
India. The firm shall also be ISO 9000 certified 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
Noted & agreed, preferably the draft gear manufacturer should 
have in house Class A foundly, if the castings shall be procured 
from Class A foundry it will be pre inspect against dispatch memo 

In-house casting will restrict the vendor base. Also, the 
design of yoke is proprietary to firm, hence,  pre inspection 
against dispatch memo  by RDSO/QA/Mech is not relevant.  
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Note: Changes from the previous uploaded final draft on 21.04.2020 are highlighted in ‘Red’ in the current final draft. 

organization. 

 

from RDSO/QA/Mech should be mentioned. 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

Hence, no change in the specification is required. 

4.7 The interfacing dimension of the coupler with 
draft gear will be as per RDSO drawing No. 
SK-62724 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
The interfacing dimension of the coupler with draft gear will be as 
per RDSO drawing SKDL-3430 as all the locomotive couplers 
and assemblies are governed by SKDL-3430 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

Drawing SK-62724 and Annexure-1 of the specification 
already covers  the interfacing dimension requirement, 
hence, no changes is required. 

6.1 All draft gear components should have clear 
and legible manufacturer’s code, batch no, 
month and year of manufacture S.No. which 
shall remain legible throughout the entire 
service period of Draft Gear. The Draft Gear 
components found having illegible marking at 
the time of fitment in Railway Workshops, 
Maintenance depot shall be treated as rejected 
and shall be replaced by the manufacturer free 
of cost. The cost of transportation shall be 
borne by the manufacturer. The marking 
(except for draft gear pad) shall be made at the 
casting/ forging stage itself so that the marking 
shall remain legible during entire service life of 
the components. Metallic markings (made from 
engraving process in CNC Machine) shall be 
used. Cores prepared from Shell core making 
process to be used for marking of serial 
numbers only during casting process. The 
manufacturer will not be permitted to provide 
manufacturer's code batch no., serial no. etc 
by electric arc welding in case these are not 
visible at casting / forging stage. 

1. M/s Frontier Alloy Steels Ltd: 
Component should be clear legible manufacturers   
Initial, month & year, sl. no., drawing no. 
 
Metallic marking shall be as cast condition/forged condition on the 
component, not engraving as engraving is not a full proof method. 
2. M/s FTRTIL:   Nil 
3. M/s Sanrok Enterprises: Nil 
4. M/s  Prag Industries (India) Pvt. Ltd: Nil 
5. M/s Atul Engineering Udyog: Nil 

Marking system is as per Wagon Dte/RDSO Spec. No. WD-
71-BD-15 applicable for Up-graded High Capacity Draft gear 
hence, no changes is required. 

There is a mismatch of title on the cover page and the Ist page of the specification. Title given at Ist page is the complete title (covers yoke), hence, being applied on cover page also to 
avoid any confusion. Hence, title on the cover page being revised as ‘’ SPECIFICATION FOR DRAFT GEAR WITH ELASTOMER PADS ALONG WITH YOKE FOR PASSENGER 
LOCOMOTIVES’’ 


